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category elements

cw41 pulled sent drew
wrong formed asked
visible returned short
used closed

cw44 certainly merely entirely
already apparently sometimes
really nearly hardly

cw57 doing beginning able
coming next began
feeling looking having
going

cw58 miles circumstances pounds
clothes hours arms
feet neighbours thoughts
horses trees features
lips days others
sort hands minutes
things times people
sheep women years
words men

Table 6: Some open-class lexical categories for Far From the Madding Crowd

categories we obtained with those inferred from
other statistical techniques, particularly ones that
produce nonstandard categories, such as Finch
and Chater’s. However, we can argue that the
algorithms involved are at least tractable for the
complete vocabularies of even very large cor-
pora, and that they have been shown to be effec-
tive when they are incorporated into other lan-
guage learning systems.
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cw(fw 0; fw 7; 1; 3) = ftinyg
cw(fw0; fw 7; 2; 3) = fbirdg
cw(fw0; fw 7; 3; 3) = fsatg
cw(fw0; fw�; 1; 1) = ftreeg.

For example, bird is assigned to the set of words
appearing in second position of a phrase of length
3 headed by a word from the fw0 category and
followed by a phrase headed by a word from fw7.
Similarly, tree is assigned to an open-class cate-
gory for words appearing in the first position of
a phrase of length 1 headed by fw0 and followed
by the end of a sentence (i.e. the empty phrase).
As each sentence is processed, previously unseen
content words are added to existing sets, or new
categories are created for them. A word can be
assigned to several categories, though duplicates
are removed within each category.

Open-class category generalization

When applied to Far From The Madding Crowd,
this procedure creates 15,534 initial categories.
Each is subsequently compared against all others
in the same manner as the first-order successors
for closed-class words were compared. That is,
the strength of the association between two cat-
egories is determined by the probability that the
sets have an intersection of the size exhibited.
The larger the intersection, the more likely it is
that the categories share the same lexical func-
tion. Probabilities are calculated for all pairs
before any are combined, and amalgamation is
performed in a single pass. Once again, no pro-
vision is made to prevent a word from occupying
several categories.

Table 6 shows some of the 61 final open-class
categories derived using this technique. Cate-
gory cw44 exemplifies a fairly sound collection
of adverbs, and cw 41 and cw 57 are reasonably
consistent sets of past tense and present participle
verbs respectively. Category cw 58 includes many
of the plural nouns from Far From The Madding
Crowd. These groupings represent some of the
more coherent open-class categories; however,
they do not demonstrate complete collections of

the classic grammatical forms they exemplify.
For example, most of the present participle verbs
used in Hardy’s novel are found in groupings not
listed here, often mixed in with words from a
variety of standard syntactic categories. Of the
61 categories, 58 contain fewer than 170 words,
each of which tends toward a particular gram-
matical class. Unfortunately the three largest
sets contain over 3000 words and do not sub-
mit to characterization under traditional syntactic
forms. In general, the larger the group the more
difficult it is to interpret using standard gram-
matical terminology. A similar effect occurred
in Finch and Chater’s system where 60% of the
vocabulary ended up in one category.

Conclusion

We have outlined a statistical approach to infer-
ring lexical categories as part of a larger language
learning system. We began our discussion by
making reference to the need for effective tag-
ging within a grammatical inferencing system,
and further argued that because language learn-
ing is an example of a “bootstrapping” problem,
lexical categories should be derived simultane-
ously alongside the set of rules defined over
them. While the categories we obtain demon-
strate a reasonably high level of similarity with
traditional syntactic classes, they are inherently
nonstandard and thus not intended to be evalu-
ated in this way. It is therefore incumbent on us
to offer some defense of their utility.

Cleveland [13] incorporated the lexical classi-
fication approach outlined in the previous section
into a grammar induction system. He compared
the results against two standard stochastic CFGs
using metrics aimed at gauging the relative com-
pactness of a grammar and its ability to place
restrictions on the language it generates [14].
He found that at least one grammatical formula-
tion based on a closed-class vocabulary produced
grammars superior to the others he analysed.

It is virtually impossible to compare the lexical



category elements

fw0 a an her his
my no one that
the this what your

fw1 he I she then
they we who you

fw2 are be had has
have if is was
were

fw3 can could did do
does might must should
will would

fw4 here him it me
them there us which

fw5 all and as but
how not now only
or than to when

fw6 more much so some
very

fw7 about after at by
for from in into
like of on out
up with

Table 5: closed-class lexical categories

These examples exhibit only a weak proxim-
ity relation between an fw0 word and the corre-
sponding noun, because other words often inter-
vene. However, the word positions within each
noun phrase suggest that the structural roles of
the words are constrained by the requirements of
the phrase itself—phrases are characterized by
consistent use of fw 0 words in the initial position
and nouns in the final one. In order to charac-
terize the positional roles of their constituents, a
means must therefore be established to delimit
phrases.

The “fw-phrase”

Determiners appear exclusively in noun phrases,
and this suggests a relationship between de-
terminer and noun [11]. Moreover, whenever
determiners appear they mark the onset of a
noun phrase. Consequently, since the fw0 cat-
egory can be likened to determiners, fw0 ele-

ments can be taken to indicate the onset of some
kind of phrase—a function word phrase or “fw-
phrase” [12]. The phrase’s left boundary is the
fw0 element itself. Generalizing, every closed-
class word can be taken to indicate the onset of
some fw-phrase type. Consequently, phrases are
bounded on the right either by another closed-
class word, indicating the start of a new fw-
phrase, or by the end of the linguistic expression.

Three attributes define the type of a fw-phrase:
the category of the closed class word that heads
it, the number of words comprising it, and the
category of the closed-class word that follows it.

Creating open-class categories

Every content word can be characterized by the
ability it demonstrates to occupy certain struc-
tural positions in particular fw-phrase types. A
structural role can be identified for each open-
class word by noting the type of phrase in which
it occurs and its position within that phrase. A
categorial relationship can be inferred between a
given open-class word and others demonstrating
similar usage by analyzing the types of phrase it
appears in, and which positions it occupies.

Initial open-class categories

The first stage of categorization requires that each
open-class word be assigned to a temporary cat-
egory. This is identified by the category of the
closed-class word heading the phrase in which
the open-class word appears, what follows that
phrase, the length of the phrase, and the relative
position occupied by the open-class word within
it. For example, the sentence

A tiny bird sat in the tree

has the functional phrase structure

fw0 tiny bird sat fw7 fw0 tree fw�

(where fw� marks the end of a sentence). This
allows the open-class words to be assigned to
temporary categories as follows:
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Figure 2: Clusters derived from initial random groupings

Classical categories

In contrast to the syntactically functional roles
that we have supposed are fulfilled by the closed-
class words, the role of open-class words is to
supply content,or meaning, to text. According to
classical linguistics, the categories of open-class
words correspond to general types of referent.
Each content lexeme conveys a particular kind
of referential information, and it is the nature of
its kind that defines the category to which the
lexeme belongs.

For example, some meaning-laden words
seem intuitively to function as referents to spe-
cific objects or object classes whose existence is
real, surreal or imaginary. Others refer to qual-
ities attributable to such objects—qualities like
colour, texture, shape, and temperature. Still
others refer to actions that can be perpetrated
by or to objects. We have a nomenclature for
such classical categories—nouns, adjectives, and
verbs respectively—and their character is for the

most part clear [11]. But our self-imposed re-
striction to a statistical analysis of language pre-
cludes access to any sort of semantic informa-
tion that would help to assign open-class words
to these categories.

Ideally, inferred lexical types should corre-
spond closely to classical categories. Conse-
quently, the regularities used in classical syntac-
tic analysis prove a practical guide to the devel-
opment of a suitable categorization procedure.
Consider the following examples of noun usage:

The little brown fox was quite lost.
An old man slept on the sidewalk.
He left after eating Alison’s lobster.
Many people have fed the bears from
car windows.

The noun positions (in bold) demonstrate consis-
tent occurrence as the last word of noun phrase
structures (in italics). Note further that most
noun phrases begin with one of the closed-class
elements from the fw0 category of Table 5.
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Figure 1: Categorization clusters for Hardy (solid lines) and Melville (dashed lines)

closed-class word is in its best category and, if
not, reassign it. For every closed-class word, the
distance is calculated to each category by aver-
aging its first-order association probability with
every word in the category. It is then reassigned
to the closest category. The procedure is iterated
until no reassignments occur. Figure 1 shows the
final categories obtained by applying this cluster-
ing technique to the texts of Hardy and Melville.
These categories do reflect functional similarities
for closed-class words, particularly in the case of
determiners, auxiliary verbs, prepositions, and
pronouns.

Slightly different classifications are obtained
depending on exactly how the procedure is car-
ried out. For example, it is interesting to ap-
ply the iterative reassignment procedure starting
from randomly-chosen initial categories. This
generates the final categories shown in Figure 2.

Although rather different in detail from Figure 1,
these also reflect functional similarities between
closed-class words. The language inference pro-
cedures should be robust under such variation,
and we believe that they are—though this has
not yet been fully tested. A further categoriza-
tion that was obtained is summarized in Table 5,
and this is in fact the one that is used as a basis
for categorizing the open-class words.

Open-class words

Every lexeme that does not qualify as closed-
class is, by default, an “open-class” word.
Around 99% of the vocabulary falls into this
class, and it is necessary to determine a syntactic
category for each of these words.



word first-order word first-order intersection log probability apparent
successors successors size association

I 231 you 293 110 �316:0 strong
we 71 you 293 45 �238:0 strong
her 557 you 293 55 �27:7 weak
he 348 they 138 71 �253:0 strong
her 557 my 243 99 �149:0 strong
him 113 me 104 27 �149:0 strong
her 557 his 562 149 �138:0 strong
him 113 he 348 20 �18:9 weak
his 562 he 348 13 �0:1 weak
had 341 have 205 80 �211:0 strong
had 341 was 641 115 �117:0 strong
is 229 was 641 93 �117:0 strong
from 126 was 641 32 �23:1 weak
about 63 at 124 24 �184:0 strong
at 124 from 126 29 �127:0 strong
on 147 from 126 28 �101:0 strong
have 205 at 124 15 �18:9 weak
was 641 at 124 26 �15:2 weak

Table 4: Probabilities for intersection sizes (vocabulary: 11,589 words)

“you”, whereas “her” and “you” are much less
strongly associated. The remaining blocks of
the table give samples of other associations, both
strong and weak. Possessive pronouns, for ex-
ample, show strong associations with each other,
as do pronouns in the same case (i.e. nominative,
objective, etc.). Relatively weak associations
are indicated by comparisons across such class
boundaries. Auxiliary verbs also show strong
associations with each other, and prepositions
do as well, but no cross-category relationship is
indicated from the statistical evidence shown in
Table 4.

Clustering closed-class words

closed-class words can be divided into syntac-
tic categories by assuming that the strongest as-
sociations are between those whose first-order
commonality is most unlikely to have arisen by
chance. First, calculate the probabilities for
the first-order successors’ intersection sizes ob-
served between each pair of closed-class words.

Then, place each particular word into the same
syntactic category as the one to which it most
strongly associated, where “strength” is mea-
sured by the unlikelihood that the two words
would demonstrate such similarity in usage ac-
cidentally.

This scheme works well for most of the closed-
class lexemes. However, due to a phonetic pecu-
liarity, the words “a” and “an” exhibit a very poor
first-order relationship and consequently do not
end up in the same functional category. This
undesirable situation could be avoided if the
second-order successors could be brought into
the categorization procedure, but to do this in a
general way would require a scheme for weight-
ing each of the n-order probabilities. Alterna-
tively, if both “a” and “an” were compared with
“the” before being compared with each other,
they would all be categorized together. How-
ever, this would require artificial manipulation
of the order of comparisons.

A third, less contrived, solution is to re-
assess the initial groupings to check whether each



class word to be the set of words that immediately
follow it in a particular text. (To extend the idea
further, the “second-order successors” can be de-
fined as the set of words following second after
it, and so on.) The relative size of the intersection
of the first-order successors of two closed-class
words is a measure of how often the words are
used in similar syntactic structures. Where two
closed-class words share an unusually common
structural usage, we assume that they are func-
tionally similar.

To determine whether two closed-class words
have a unusually large degree of commonality in
their first-order successors, assume that closed-
class words play no part in establishing func-
tional roles. Then the words following each
particular closed-class lexeme in a text would
represent a more or less random sampling of the
vocabulary.

By counting the number of different words that
occur after two particular closed-class words, the
expected number of different words that will ap-
pear after both can be calculated, under the as-
sumption of random sampling. In fact, the de-
gree of commonality is often very much higher
than expected. This is no doubt partly due to the
breakdown of our simplifyingassumption. How-
ever, in some cases the degree of commonality—
measured as the probability of this much com-
monality occurring by chance—is so extremely
high that it indicates a substantial similarity be-
tween the syntactic roles of the two closed-class
words being considered.

What is the probability that the intersection
between two randomly-chosen sets is as large as
a given value? Consider sets S1 and S2 of given
sizes n1 and n2, whose members are drawn in-
dependently and at random from a set of size N .
Denote the size of their intersection, jS1 \ S2j,
by the random variable I . It can be shown that I
is distributed according to a hypergeometic dis-
tribution, and the probability that it exceeds a
certain value n, Pr[I � n], can be determined.
Unfortunately, the calculation is infeasible for
large values of n1, n2 and N . Various approxi-

mations can be used to circumvent the problem,
such as the binomial, Poisson and Normal distri-
butions.

For example, suppose that for a particular cor-
pus with a vocabulary of 10000 words (N =
10000), two particular closed-class words are
both followed by 2000 different words (n1 =
2000, n2 = 2000). Suppose that these two sets
have 700 words in common (n = 700). Then
the Normal approximation has mean � � 400;
in other words one expects only 400 words to be
in common if the sets were randomly chosen. Its
standard deviation is � � 16, and so the actual
figure of 700 is 19 standard deviations from the
mean. It follows that the probability of I being
at least as large as it is, Pr[I � 700], is very
tiny—about 10�80. (In fact tables of the Nor-
mal distribution do not generally give values for
z � 5—they end with Pr[z > 4:99] = 3�10�7.)

To estimate the probability Pr[I � n] in gen-
eral, several approximations are possible. It was
decided to split the problem into three cases de-
pending on the size of n, n1 and n2. First, when
n = 0, use Pr[I � 0] = 1. Second, when ei-
ther n1 or n2 is large (say n1 or n2 > 100),
use the Normal approximation to the hypergeo-
metric distribution, employing standard mathe-
matical tables to approximate the integral that is
involved. Otherwise, when both n1 and n2 are
small (i.e.� 100), calculate an approximation di-
rectly from the hypergeometric distribution and
evaluate it using precomputed factorials up to
100 stored in a table.

Table 4 lists the probabilities calculated for in-
tersection sizes of the first-order successors for
some of the closed-class words in the novel Far
From the Madding Crowd. The first line shows
that “I” and “you” were followed by 231 and 293
different words respectively, of which 110 are in
common. Considering the vocabulary size of
11,589 words, it is very unlikely that as many
as 110 would be in common had the succes-
sors been randomly chosen—the probability is
in fact only 10�316! “I” and “you” thus seem
to perform similar functions. So do “we” and



number of vocabulary items represented fraction of total fraction of
words vocabulary usage text

1 ftheg 0.01% 7,746 5.5%
2 fand, theg 0.02% 12,031 8.5%
3 fa, and, theg 0.03% 15,942 11.3%
5 fa, and, of, the, tog 0.04% 23,315 16.6%
10 fa, and, I, in, it, ...g 0.09% 32,857 23.4%
15 fa, and, as, I, in, ...g 0.13% 39,638 28.2%
115 fa, about, again, all, am, ...g 0.99% 75,688 53.8%
11589 faaron, abandon, abasement, ...g 100.00% 140,632 100.0%

Table 2: Vocabulary distribution in Far From the Madding Crowd

a for it or to
about from its out up
all had like said very
an have me so was
and he more some we
are her my that were
as him no the what
at his not them when
be I now then which
but if of there who
by in on they with
do into one this would
down is only time you

Table 3: The closed class, inferred from Hardy,
Melville and Carroll

Hardy, Melville, and that demonstrated in the
collected works of Lewis Carroll. The resulting
set is shown in Table 3, and is the one used for
subsequent lexical inferencing.

Generalising the closed class

We have assumed that the relative high frequency
of words ostensibly low in semanticity implies
that their structural roles are functionally signif-
icant. It follows that each closed-class lexeme
is either used to perform a specific and unique
functional role, or is representative of one of a
number of functional categories.

There are many reasons to prefer the second
conclusion, even though the first permits stronger

inferences. Perhaps the most compelling evi-
dence is the intuitive notion of the functional
role performed by what is called the determiner.
We recognize a certain functional similarity be-
tween the words “a” and “the”. In general terms,
“the” is a kind of existential quantifier indicating
a specific referent, whereas “a” works as a kind
of universal quantifier indicating a representative
of a general class of referent. Moreover, deter-
miners like “his”, “some”, “many”, and “all”
permit reference at greater and lesser degrees of
specificity.

It seems that closed-class words fall into func-
tional categories. This is attractive because it
greatly reduces the number of syntactic roles in
a language. However, in keeping with a statisti-
cal analysis, we seek to achieve such generaliza-
tion without relying on semantic or psychologi-
cal properties.

The frequency-based method for discovering
closed-class words can be regarded as a kind
of zero-order test which considers the usage
of words in isolation. It takes no account of
the structural usage demonstrated by a word—
its proximity and juxtaposition with respect to
neighbors. But if closed-class words represent
functional categories, then words from the same
category might be expected to demonstrate sim-
ilar structural usage. This can be determined by
comparing the number of times each one is used
in a structural context similar to that of another.

Define the “first-order successors” of a closed-



Far From The Madding Crowd Moby Dick
vocabulary of 11589 vocabulary of 16832

word occurrences word occurrences

the 7746 the 13982
and 4285 of 6427
a 3911 and 6263
of 3782 a 4597
to 3591 to 4517
in 2349 in 4041
I 2123 that 2915
was 1970 his 2481
it 1566 it 2374
that 1534 I 1993
you 1468 but 1796
her 1465 he 1751
he 1391 as 1712
she 1266 with 1681
as 1191 is 1676
had 1157 was 1602
his 1145 for 1586
for 989 all 1510
with 969 this 1375
at 948 at 1297

Table 1: Most frequent words in two novels.

tain predetermined threshold. The value of
the threshold is ultimately determined arbitrar-
ily. However, we can draw on the literature to
develop a rough guideline. Caplan [7] claims
that “there are approximately 500 or so function
words in English, and, of the 100 most common
words in English, most are function words.” The
average person’s everyday vocabulary consists
of about 10,000 words. Thus the top 1% of most
frequently used words from a typical vocabulary
is a reasonable first approximation to the closed
class—assuming that the functional importance
of the other 400 words diminishes along with
their declining frequency.

Table 1 provides partial lists of the most com-
mon words from the vocabularies employed by
Thomas Hardy in Far From the Madding Crowd
and Herman Melville in Moby Dick. A cursory
analysis reveals that words used with the highest
frequencies fit well with our intuitive notion of

the function word. Table 2 shows that the top 1%
of Hardy’s vocabulary accounts for nearly 54%
of the novel Far From The Madding Crowd, pro-
viding an indication of the extent to which such
a set of words may statistically dominate an in-
dividual’s vernacular.

The top 1% of any single text’s vocabulary
will often include some number of content (i.e.
open-class) words relating to the topic of the text.
For example, the word whale is the 28th most
common word in Moby Dick yet it never ap-
pears in Far From The Madding Crowd; similarly
Bathsheba, Hardy’s 38th most frequent word,
does not appear in Melville’s book. In an effort to
get a more representative set of statistically sig-
nificant words, and thus one which might prove
more syntactically useful in the general case, we
define our closed class to be the intersection of
the top 1% of vocabularies garnered from several
disparate texts—in this case the vocabularies of



the analysis because they have no well defined
syntactic category (for example, single letters of
the alphabet and words connected with news-
group administration such as edu and com).

A “divide and conquer” approach

We propose an alternative statistical method for
deriving syntactic categories, simple enough to
apply to the entire vocabularies of very large
texts. It begins by dividing the vocabulary into
two groups by some coarse method of differen-
tiation, and thereafter continues to filter each of
these groups iteratively into smaller categories
according to a criterion that becomes increas-
ingly more refined. The first distinction is made
with respect to a specified level of frequency,
loosely established according to linguistic no-
tions about syntactic function. The second is
made according to a statistical analysis of con-
text with respect to the functional categories.
This method, when incorporated into grammat-
ical inference systems, has been shown to pro-
duce grammars superior to at least two standard
stochastic CFGs.

Initial function-based categories

A great many languages, in particular the Indo-
European languages, allow for division of their
vocabulary elements into two major categories:
“content” words and “function” words. Content
words consist of nouns, adjectives, verbs, and so
on—words whose meaning is more or less con-
crete and picturable. In contrast, function words
are exemplified by prepositions, articles, auxil-
iary verbs, pronouns, and such—words whose
principal role is more syntactic than semantic.
Function words serve primarily to clarify rela-
tionships between the more meaning-laden ele-
ments of linguistic expression, or to introduce
certain syntactic structures like verbal comple-
ments, relative clauses and questions.

Function words demonstrate many distinctive
properties. Though not entirely without mean-

ing, their semantic contribution is generally more
“abstract” and less referential than that of content
words. They tend not to carry stress in everyday
speech. They are often the last vocabulary el-
ements to appear in the productive language of
children learning their first language. Moreover,
a particular type of aphasia known as “agram-
matism” is characterized by marked difficulty in
the production, comprehension, and recognition
of function words.

Compared to other vocabulary items, function
words demonstrate high frequency usage. They
tend not to enter freely into the word formation
process. That is, they resist affixation and are
seldom compounded with other words to form
new ones. Similarly, though new content words
are added to the vocabulary of a language almost
daily, the number of elements in the function
word class remains fixed.

The fact that the set of function words is
a “closed class” of vocabulary elements that
demonstrate extremely frequent usage suggests
to linguists an importance in psychological pro-
cessing [7, 8, 9, 10]. For lexical inference, these
attributes support the idea of partitioning a vo-
cabulary into two crude categories based on their
frequency—the closed and open classes.

Closed-class words

Most linguists accept that there is a set of words
that can be characterized as “closed class.” But
there is no consensus on exactly which words this
comprises. Because lexical inference is a dis-
covery process, membership in the closed class
should be based on a criterion that identifies can-
didates by analysing their usage patterns. Of the
previously mentioned characteristics of function
words, relative high frequency is the only one
that can be used to determine a closed class ob-
jectively.

Identifying the closed class

We define closed-class words operationally as
those that occur more frequently than a cer-



The cotton clothing is made of grows
in Arkansas.

is an example of a garden-path sentence because
the word “cotton” is frequently tagged as an ad-
jective prior to the reader’s discovery that the
remainder of the sentence will not parse under
this assumption. When the parse fails, the reader
(presumably) correctly re-tags the word as a noun
and is thereafter able to successfully digest the
complete sentence. This particular correction
may be spawned from some sort of semantic
cue, but it may just as well be triggered syn-
tactically from the lack of any parse that allows
a verb to appear after the word “of” when “cot-
ton” is tagged as an adjective in this sentence
structure. Had “polyester” appeared in place of
“grows” then, despite any objections from a se-
mantic component, only the tagging of “cotton”
as adjective would support a successful parse.

Static tagging

Static tagging, such as dictionary lookup, in-
volves making arbitrary decisions about ambigu-
ous words and often results in a large number
of misclassifications. A variety of corpus-based
techniques have been developed to improve tag-
ging accuracy by incorporating contextual infor-
mation [3], probabilistic modeling [4], and dis-
tributional analysis [5]—some making claims of
as much as 96 or 97 percent accuracy. Unfor-
tunately, in the case of grammar induction, an
error rate of 3 or 4 percent in a tagged text may
still result in an extraordinarily large number of
special-case rules.

Bootstrapping

Part of the problem has been the tradition of
trying to place words into standard grammatical
categories like noun, verb, determiner, auxiliary
verb, and so forth. Finch and Chater [6] note
that the interdependence of lexical tagging and
syntactic analysis indicates that grammar induc-
tion is a “bootstrapping” problem—a learning

domain where “it appears necessary to simulta-
neously discover a set of categories and a set of
rules defined over them.” That is, lexical tagging
for the purpose of inferring syntactic structure
should not be constrained by existing notions
of syntactic categories—the rules and categories
must be derived together.

Finch and Chater used the Spearman Rank
Correlation Coefficient between the frequency
vectors of neighbouring words to establish a hier-
archical clustering for them. Using frequencies
for the 10 nearest neighbours, they were able
to group the 1000 most frequent words from a
corpus into a relatively small number of classes
using k-means clustering. By cutting the cor-
responding dendrogram “at a particular level of
dissimilarity,” they were able to produce a set of
categories from which a tagged text would yield
a sufficiently large number of bigrams that reli-
able statistics can be gathered for the inference
of phrase structure.

Intractability and omission

The results obtained by Finch and Chater are en-
couraging, but the algorithm itself requires an
extraordinary number of comparisons. The fre-
quencies for each different word found in each of
10 nearest neighbour positions relative to each of
the 1000 most frequent words must be compared
with the frequencies of each different word found
in each of 10 nearest neighbour positions relative
to each of the other 999 most frequent words be-
ing clustered. If only one tenth of one percent of
the vocabulary of a typical novel was manifest
in each of the nearest neighbour sets, clustering
of the 1000 most frequent words would require
about 5 � 1010 comparisons. The number of
comparisons required to categorize the remain-
ing 10,000 to 20,000 words that comprise a typ-
ical novel’s vocabulary would be about five or-
ders of magnitude greater, taking a considerable
amount of time to compute on even a very fast
machine. Moreover, Finch and Chater indicate
that a small number of items were rejected from
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Abstract
Successful grammatical inference from a corpus of
linguistic material rests largely on the ability to tag
the words of the corpus with appropriate lexical cat-
egories. Static tagging methods, such as dictionary
lookup, often misclassify words associated with mul-
tiple categories, and adaptive statistical taggers or
context-based corrective taggers may still have error
rates of 3 or 4 percent. Even a small proportion of
lexical misclassification may lead a syntax induction
mechanism to produce an extraordinarily large num-
ber of special-case rules.

By treating grammar induction as a “bootstrap-
ping” problem in which it is necessary to simultane-
ously discover a set of categories and a set of rules
defined over them, lexical tagging is relieved of con-
straints imposed by traditional notions of syntactic
categories. Categories are created based on salient
features in the corpus under study.

This paper describes a statistical corpus-based ap-
proach to lexical inference that uses linguistic notions
of syntactic function to guide its analysis of a given
text. Unlike other probability-driven inference tech-
niques, it is simple enough to apply to the complete
vocabularies of very large texts. It has been success-
fully incorporated into a syntactic inference system
whose resulting grammars have been shown superior
to two standard stochastic CFGs.

Introduction

Current research in natural language processing
reveals an unmistakable trend away from the tra-
ditional AI approach of trying to develop initially
comprehensive language models towards statis-
tically driven, corpus-based language inference
[1]—though linguists may see this more as a re-
turn to the quantitative techniques they used up
until the mid-1950s. This trend reflects the more
general move for AI as a whole away from static
expert systems to the more flexible adaptive mod-
els of machine learning.

For grammar induction, this change in per-
spective is not quite so conspicuous, for syntactic
inference is inherently adaptive—it is the gradual
construction of a model that characterises regu-
larities observed in language surface structures
[2]. As it is generally held that syntax is a set of
constraints on lexical categories (and larger syn-
tactic units) rather than on the words themselves,
induction is usually performed over an already
tagged sequence of expressions. That is, the in-
duction device presumes knowledge of lexical
categories as part of its a priori base informa-
tion. Such a presumption denies the widely held
notion that sentence structure and lexical cate-
gorisation are somewhat circularly defined. For
example, the following well-known sentence


